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Summary
Feedback of Asst. Prof. Mrs. Pratibha Deshmukh
(Principles & Practices Of Management)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

88.6%

100% Completed

31

88.6%

75%

4

11.4%

50%

0

0%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Yes our total syllabus will be complited before examination
All syllabus is completed.
good
Some topics need revision
Nicely done
Understanding syllabus
Good teaching but demotivating
95% complete

Edit this form

All completef
Good
taking all points
All the syllabus is completed.
Good.
Good
the way she teach with example is the best way i get to learn about eco
Our ppm subject syllabus is completed
Coverd everything
Need revision
Need of revision
case late not completed
Sum topic need revision
Although 100℅ of syllabus is completed but not even half was understood
Good performance
yes. syllabus is completed
completed very vell
PPM subject cover as 70-80% but ending time very fast cover the syllabus
good teaching skills and more knowledge about currrent affairs

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.
33.3%

60.6%

Effective / Usually

20

60.6%

Partial

11

33.3%

Not used / Rarely

2

6.1%

Remarks
Yes

Yes I use this all
Arranged external activities are helpful for understanding each subject.
not good
I understand this
Seminar n graphs
Should keep it on
Rarely used
All examples have been completed
did not take any case study and seminars
All the examples are given properly for any work and graphs are also explained properly.
Easy to understand
Good
examples related to topic is are perfect,case studies yet to be explained,gharphs of eco
are nice
Through seminar I got experience
Some times it is hard to relate the actual theory woth the examples.
Case study taken
Not taken case studies
use it
Case study not solv
She gives examples so v don't understand the concept
Remaining case study GD other complete
yes. every-time in need
effective
no more extra ordinary examples use,related as the managerial point of view and to
situation based on,at this stage or situation marketing field..
she takes lot of examples and solve all quires

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

36.4%

24.2%

39.4%

Greater

13

39.4%

More than average

12

36.4%

Average

8

24.2%

Poor

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Better
Yes I cleair my douts
doubts are cleared with proper examples.
good
Doubts solved when asked
All doubts clear
Totally understand
Best understanding
Doubts are cleared
Student doubt and query very easy to solve
not clear all concepts
I do understand whatever is been taught. All the doubts are cleared in a good way.
Good
yes i do understand evrythings some things are too huge to understand
Yes I understand the subject
Problems in understanding examples . Thus points are not clear .
Doubt clearly
Not understanding exactly
some are cover
She is happy for we don't ask her doubts and we see less efforts in her
Case study releted problems
yes. i understand it.
thery
i am not to know about other students but in my point of view all answers to give me
other quarries.
she clears all the doubt

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

39.4%

18.2%

42.4%

Full

14

42.4%

Partial

13

39.4%

Below Expectations

6

18.2%

Remarks
Better but explain in marathi also
Yes
Question banks are given which is helpful for study.
i want question bank
Excellent
Want notes
Sum of the given
Good
Ques bank cleared
Give the import points,notes n questions bank for students blow expections.
not give any note important question and points
Notes and important points are provided.
Better
Please show some case studies
she keeps on telling whats imp but we need more question banks
Yes they give us important questions
Still not able to understand how much material is required in the paper. Case study is
still not clearly explained .
Important question given
Not given notes
comleted
Actually her expectations are high from us
Good
yes. our expectations are fulfilled

imp point
not to total points staff to give our class but some important to suggest them.
she gives all the important questions and notes also

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
Nice
Through assignment I got knowledge for examination
My confidence level is increased because of these types of assignments & seminars.
maam can't take seminar
Still not done
No seminar
Ya I participated
Viva
Always participated
Not teken yet
Seminar is pending
I am participation in assignment and seminar.
not take any assignment and seminar
I do complete my assignments.
to be true i dont like writting assignments seminars are good n it should be taken for
stage daring
Now I get confidence to give seminar
No problem.
no camment
Good
no
good.
i dont have any difficulty in assignment and all

6. Motivation by the staff
High

18

54.5%

Medium

13

39.4%

Low

2

6.1%

39.4%

Remarks
Good
They motivat all of us

54.5%

helpful.
not good motivator
All teachers doing nicely
Motivated mam
Demotivating
Medium
Too motive
All staff are good motivation for all students.
not motivate sudents
Mam do motivate in a good way.
some times i need motivation to cope up and her extra knowledge makes me feel why i
am doing MBA
They motivate all of us every time
Excelent
Motivate students
Need of motivation
yes motiveted
She demotivates the students n do mostly so no one is able to understand
Good support
Yes. she motivate us.
yes
to use huge examples other extra ordinary work,something as group competition
seminar and G.D.
all staff motivates us in proper manner and gives proper guideline

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
No
All is well so no suggestion.
Taking activites releted syllabus
Expect detailed teaching

Attended
Case study not solving
Need to motivate and not to insult and partiality not needed
Important points not given
Need to take some activities
Support the all students for better performance .
take revision
No suggestions required.
no suggestions beacuse i feel i should improve my knowledge.... and i am quite irregular
in participation n activities
Please give us the assignment and seminars early that is before a month frm exam so
that we get time to study .
Need of Revision
marks by attendans
Change the attitude
Plz Ma'am stop demotivating students through this ur expectations also shall be fulfilled
Good
Nothing special suggestions.
no
TO USE SOME EXAMPLES AND EXTRA WORK
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Dr. Sweta Metha (Management
Accounting)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

93.9%

100% Completed

31

93.9%

75%

2

6.1%

50%

0

0%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Repeat lifo fifo
All syllabus is completed
very good
Completed well in advance
I like it
Good
Nice teaching
Best
All has been completed
Good knowledge for the accounting.
complete all points and take examples
Syllabus is completed.
Excellent
Very good
according to me she should take once revision of all topic
They complete our syllabus in time
Excellent maximum types are covered.
Covered syllabus
Covered syllabus
coverd by syllabus
Each concepts are cleared
Good completed
syllabus in completed within time.
exlent
SYLLABUS COVER by 100%
good teaching skills

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

15.2%

75.8%

Effective / Usually

25

75.8%

Partial

3

9.1%

Not used / Rarely

5

15.2%

Remarks
Good
effective
Excellent
Not used, no need
BEP graph teches excellent
Examples solved
Doing
Rarely
Ppt has been given
Not used
take all examples which is useful to understand syllabus
Examples graph are given in a proper way.
Easy to understand
Effectively use of examples
Excellent
Seminar was not taken
no account graphs diagrams
As much is needed
GD, PPT, seminar remaining all completed
effective use of graphs
no coment
more examples use in classroom to effectively as exam.
she takes lot of examples and solve all quires

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

18.2%

81.8%

Greater

27

81.8%

More than average

6

18.2%

Average

0

0%

Poor

0

0%

Remarks
Excellent
way of teaching is very nce
good
Cleared as soon as asked
Yes . Nicely done
Good cooperation
Clearing doubts not ignoring
Greater understanding
All clear
Solve the doubt and easy to understanding.
clear all points
Doubts are been cleared. But it is but fast.
I understand the teaching and able to get cleared doubts.
Good
some things which are taught is misunderstood
I understand accounts subject very well
Always takes slowly and we can always have the problem solved personaly.
Cleared doubts
Subject understood
yes understud
Teaches awesome
Thoery releted problems
yes. very clear

yes
whenever mam is teaching problems student understanding this and clearing all issues
related to problems.
clears all doubt of students in proper manner

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

15.2%

78.8%

Full

26

78.8%

Partial

5

15.2%

Below Expectations

2

6.1%

Remarks
Good
important questions are given.
maam taking all example
Done
Nicely done
Short notes
Need to give
Fully satified
Notes have been got
All staff give the all notes and questions for related to exam.
give all notes of important points
Important questions are not given.
Satisfactory
imp questions are coverd by question bank notes
They give us important questions to write down group vise and create the question bank
Notes are provided . And extra sums are also provided.

Notes are given
Yes they are given notes
important que are teached
Ma'am I have taught more nice than our expectations
Good complete
yes. fully completed
fulfill
in account subject no expectations to the staff..
mam solves each and every problem in class

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
Good
Cass assignments arranged.
it's good
Didnt Gave
Completed
No difficulty
Assignments
Participated
Only assignment
Not done
Only assignment taken.
good and clear all doubts
No issues regarding this.
their were few assingmet
I completed my assignment and book also
No problem.
Completed Assignment
no coment
Given as much needed
Seminar not complete
good
no difficulty to assignments & seminar.
she takes assignment in class

6. Motivation by the staff
High

28

87.5%

Medium

3

9.4%

Low

1

3.1%

87.5%

Remarks
Good
nice
very motivated and understanding students doubts and clear it
Nice
Motivated
Should keep it up
High level
Motiveness
Extra questions give for the students.
always motivated
Mam do motivate in a proper way.
Very good
Very high
good one
They also motivate us
Always motivating.
Full motivate student
They are Always co operate
all are motiveted
Ma'am u don't demotivate us and that z our motivation
yes. she motivate us.
yes
in account subject no motivate by the staff but some student absent in classroom i wish
strictly behave this students.
proper motivation

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)

No
no
No suggestions
All is well so no suggestion
Conceptually clear!!!
Short notes not give to us
Should accept the answers of students some it happens
Not suggesitons
No need to improve
My attendance and participation in the sessions &actives is good.
plz take revision
The teaching is too fast. So mam can teach slowly for betterment of everyone.
Mam please repeat LIFO fifo and cost sheet
Already best no suggestions.
no all are good
Take extra activity
Ma'am remain the same
No extra activity complete
no. everything is fine
to more strictly absent students & who students not present in class.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Ashwini Kulkarni (Mathematics &
Statistics for Management)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

57.6%

39.4%

100% Completed

13

39.4%

75%

19

57.6%

50%

1

3%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Best
All syllabus is covered.
good
Close to 100 % not yet completed
Nicely
Very fast
Good teaching but fast
Teaches too fast
Nice.
some points are remaining
Have completed 75%.
Excellent
Coverable
one unit yet to complete
Our syllabus will be completed before examination
Still last topics remaining but have taken many problems in the class .
Fast complete syllabus
85% syllabus completed
hypostitcs
Teach the slowly
She teaches as though she z teaching engineers... She teaches very fast
Good but theory releted problems
some points are still uncompleted
hypostics
syllabus cover 100% but very fast cover in last period.
good teaching skills

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

33.3%
18.2%

48.5%

Effective / Usually

16

48.5%

Partial

11

33.3%

Not used / Rarely

6

18.2%

Remarks
Good
notes are nice
very good
Syllabus related activity nicely done
Fast speed
Partial
Not so good
Better.
take examples and clear it
Not used properly.
Easy to understand the doubt about questions
Yes
Very good
Lot of problems are taken .
Horrible
No Solving Sums
poor
As much needed
GD, Seminar, PPT not complete
effective use
more exceptation
only use question related examples.not to use other examples and knowledge.
she solves problem in class

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

25%

34.4%

34.4%

Greater

11

34.4%

More than average

11

34.4%

Average

8

25%

Poor

2

6.3%

Remarks
Good
nice teaching method
maam take all examples
Visiting faculty, makes it difficult for doubt solving
Doubts clearance understand
Not time for us
Always helping
Best
Too fast
Very nice.
clear all doubts
The teaching is fast so not able 2 understand.
Excellent
my stst is low and she takes very fast
Because I don't understand statistics
Always available.
Exactly not understand more sums
more expted
She never clears the doubts
Probability repleted doubts
not bad
no
mam is teaching speed is high..sometime student not understand their.so student not to

clear his problems related to question
my maths is week thats why i didnt understand lot

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)
42.4%

51.5%

Full

17

51.5%

Partial

14

42.4%

Below Expectations

2

6.1%

Remarks
Good
Better
helpful..
very good
Questions bank
No any of give
Full
Assignment has been done
Better.
give all notes of important points
Notes are not been provided.
She provide all notes
They take examples in our classroom
Good .
Notes are taken
Not given important questions
question bank
She teaches as though she teaches for engineering students

I wants important questions & question bank
sometimes need more guidance
que bank
no expectations.
she solves all queries and ask for extra class also if required

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
class assignments are done
no difficulty in assignment
All done
A lot of assignments makes it difficulty to study
Assignment
Assignment
Participated
Only assignment
Completed
Good.
take assignment
More assignment are given which is not good. Time waste
wrote a book full for assignment which is waste of time papers n pen ink
They give our assignment
Given a lot of assignment. And assignment are given at last moment . Burden of writing.
Better
Completed Assignment
no difficulty
As much needed
No any activity complete
no
no difficulty to complete assignment, because some examples in notebook.
she takes assignmets once at the last of syallabus

6. Motivation by the staff
High

16

48.5%

Medium

13

39.4%

Low

4

12.1%

39.4%

Remarks

48.5%

Good
nice nature.
good motivated
Nicely
Not time for us
Keep it on
Medium level
No motivevess
High.
motivate students
No motivation.
Understanding
as said all above
They also motivate us
Motivating to face all problems in positive way .
Motivate
Need of motivation
more exepted
She doesn't motivate and she doesn't demotivate
no
no motivation of this staff.
she motivates in proper manner

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
all is well so no suggestion
no
Give time for us
Need to teach on board and not orally
Good

Need lot of improvement for teaching slow
Only give the notes explanation not good.
take revision
Teaching is too fast.
No suggestions
Please repeat last chapter
no suggestions
Please assign the assignment early so we get time to complete it.
All problems solve blackboard so we can understand
Solving sums on blackboard
solving problems blackbord
Use the black board
Plz consider the students basic graduation and then teach
Remaining others activity should be complete
speed should be littlebit slow
teaching on bord
to teaching speed is slow down.not to teach very speed.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Mrs. Pratibha Deshmukh
(Managerial Economics - Unit 2, 3 & 4)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

93.9%

100% Completed

31

93.9%

75%

1

3%

50%

0

0%

25% or lesser

1

3%

Remarks
Good
Good.
All topics are covered.
good
Some chapters need revision
Nicely
Good teaching
Some points taught fast
Completed
Completed too early
some points remaining
All completed.
Good
same as before
Will be completed before examination
Covered syllabus
Completed syllabus
good teaching skill
Same as ppm
Good performance
syllabus in covered
all good
syllabus is cover 100% .
she teaches well english communication is good

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

21.9%

71.9%

Effective / Usually

23

71.9%

Partial

7

21.9%

Not used / Rarely

2

6.3%

Remarks
Good
Seminars are helpful.
good
Graphs diagrams and seminars
Nice
Case study not solved
Always using eg.
Graphs almost all
Given lot of eg
Graphs and PPT good explanation.
not give seminar and gd
As said before wherever it is needed mam do present proper example and graph.
Easy to under the concept
Yes
same as before
I understand graphs
Probelm in understanding examples.
Graphs repeated
Note taken case studies
yes good teach
Same as ppm
GD no complete
effective use of graphs and diagrams
excellant
because no more examples use in graph,digram to syllabus related.
she gives various examples of all over the world

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

21.9%
15.6%

62.5%

Greater

20

62.5%

More than average

7

21.9%

Average

5

15.6%

Poor

0

0%

Remarks
Good
doubts are cleared with proper examples.
not good
Solved whenever asked
Understand
Case study problem
Should always clear and not avoid
Best
All doubts cleared
Teaching method is good.
not clear doubts
Have answered it before.
Easy to under the concept
Yes
same as above
They clear our doubts
Problems in understanding the examples relating them with real life .
Cleared doubts easily
Couldn't more understanding
production function
Same as ppm
Excellent performance
clearly
yes done
because only one problem repeat in class.so not to question in all students.

i understand each and every line of her lecture she clears all the doubt in proper manner

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)
25.8%

67.7%

Full

21

67.7%

Partial

8

25.8%

Below Expectations

2

6.5%

Remarks
Better
question bank is given.
not good
Yet to be given
Question bank
Give more questions
Some outer points needed
Average
Provided all ques banks
Good.
not give important notes
No problems regarding this.
Good
Yes
same as before
They will give us important questions
Satisfactory.
Clear
Not given notes

exalent
Same as ppm
As per syllables related no any important questions and question bank completed
fulfilled with expectations
imp note
to give more examples,points
she gives us important point on blackboard and also important questions

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
seminars are helpful
not take assignment by maam
All Done
Given
Nicely done
Seminar on scope of managerial economics
Participated
Seminar only taken
Still on pending
Better performance.
not take any assignment
We do submit.
Yes
same as before
Yes it is useful to me
Happy.
Good
I given seminar
Same as ppm
Good performance
we are giving seminar on Tuesday
on the way
no difficulty in assignment.
assignment are taken after the chapter is over and seminar are also conducted weekly

6. Motivation by the staff

40.6%

High

18

56.3%

Medium

13

40.6%

Low

1

3.1%

56.3%

Remarks
Good
Best
nice
not motivated
High
Motivated
Always insulting and partiality and not giving response to some students
Medium
Motive is too good
Medium.
note motivate students
Mam always motive in any condition we ate.
Good
same as before
They motivate us
Bit agressive sometimes.
Motivate
Need of motivation
yes
Same as ppm
yes. mam motivate us.
best
no motivation of the staff but,unfortunately syllabus covering is so speed in last time.
staff motivates in proper manner and always asked to do positive things

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No suggestions.

No
All is well so no suggestions
clear doubt of students
No
Case study answer
Lot to improve in case of behaviour
Important points not given only explanation
No need to improvement
take assignment and case study
No improvement or suggestions required.
No suggestions
Please provide question bank and sample of case study
same as before
Please slow teaching
graphs
Same as ppm
Good performance
no comment
to say staff as absent student not to assignments marks them..this condition is apply in
real situation, only some students are free this condition so my question is why? in next
semester i & my friends also absent in after 12:30 clock..because no action them
students who are absent them..only pressure on students who are present them in
classroom,other students is free..
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Prof. N. S. Ambardekar (Managerial
Economics - Unit 1)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

100% Completed
75%
50%
25% or lesser

29

87.9%

3

9.1%

87.9%

0

0%

1

3%

Remarks
Good
Best
All syllabus is completed.
good
Well in advance
Nicely
Nice teacher
Better
Divided the portion
Good teaching.
take all points
No issues.
Good
he covered his part
Yes
Good.
Completed syllabus
Syllabus covered
comleted
Sir teaches nice but can't hear clearly
Good teaching
yes fulfil
because sir as complet his topic
sir has completed all the syllabus in time

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

30.3%

63.6%

Effective / Usually

21

63.6%

Partial

10

30.3%

Not used / Rarely

2

6.1%

Remarks
Good
usually
nice
Graphs and diagrams used
Good teaching
Case study
Always
Not used
Nothing used
Used the graphs for every lecture.
good examples are take by sir
For the proper point graphs and diagrams are presented.
Understandable
Cause of low voice
perfect teaching of graph
More time
Experienced .
Not taken case studies
slow sound
Sir teaches very nicely
GD, Seminars, GD no complete
yes
because only use in situation graph.
he has lot of experience because he is teaching from last 40 years

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

48.5%

36.4%

Greater

12

36.4%

More than average

16

48.5%

Average

3

9.1%

Poor

2

6.1%

Remarks
Better
nice.
good
Very satisfactory
Doubts clear
Voice is not loud
Always
Average
Vocal is too low
Good.
clear doubt but some points are not clear
Not able to understand.
Please use mike
Please give some practical example
best
Yes
Not audible to all.
Clear doubts easily
Not understanding clearly
the explain good
Can't listen clearly and so we can't understand

Graphs & problems repleted doubt
yes good
because some problems in understanding & learning
frankly i was not present lot for his lecture thats why i didnt have any doubts

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

30.3%

66.7%

Full

22

66.7%

Partial

10

30.3%

Below Expectations

1

3%

Remarks
Good
notes are helpful
good
Notes
Question bank not given
Always fulfilling
Partial
Just graph is used
Full.
take all points
Just notes are provided.
He provided all notes
Yes
Yes
Not available much .
Notes are taken

Not given important questions
i need ipm que
Could have been but can't listen
No important question & question bank provide
Little-bit voice problem. nothing else
imp q
because some points not explain.
he gives notes writing on balckboard during lectures

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
no. of problems are given to solve.
not take assignment n seminar
Didnt gave
Not given
No Assignment
Assignment
Participating
Not taken
All done
Nice.
not take assignment and seminar
No assignment and seminars.
No
not taken
Nicely
Good.
Nice
No Assignment & seminar
no comment
No any activity complete
complete seminar
no assignments.
he didnt conduct any seminar and all

6. Motivation by the staff

30.3%

63.6%

Remarks
Good
Best
nice
good
Nicely Ni
Not support
Keep it on
Not so better
Tpo motiveness at this age
Support for the students.
motivate students
Looking to that person any one can get motivated.
Better
according to his age he teach us with his great experience
They motivate us
Good sharing of experience.
Motivate students
Inspiring
only teach 2 banches
He z sweet
more
because not getting some points properly.
although he is 80 above but he motivates in proper manner

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
All is well so no suggestions

High

21

63.6%

Medium

10

30.3%

Low

2

6.1%

no
Cleared concepts neatly
No suggestions
Clear voice no
Excellent teacher only improvement for voice
Low voice
Need to improve vocal
take examples releted syllabus
Teaching is good. Just one problem not able to hear.
Use mike in a lecture
Please use mike sir
no suggestion
Please it is a request that sir should use a mic .
Speak loudly
Give Important questions
teach more loud and teach all students
Tech to fully confidence and tech to loudly
Plz remain the same but use the mic
Require others activity
Sir, please use mice.
teacing good
to listening problem his sound, not to catch word properly.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Rajani Shinde (IT for
Management)
1. Coverage of Syllabus
45.5%

51.5%

100% Completed

17

51.5%

75%

15

45.5%

50%

1

3%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Cover the syllabus
syllabus is completed.
good
Some topics to be covered
Nicely done
Good
Good teacher
90%complete
25% remaining9
Good
some points are remaining
Syllabus is completed.
Explain the case study again
Understanding
perfect
Nicely
No proper notes.
Covered syllabus
85% remaining
teached good
Syllabus has been completed but can't understand
Required practical knowledge
some points are still remain
no comment
because some points i am not present
she completed all the syllabus in proper manner

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

33.3%

60.6%

Effective / Usually

20

60.6%

Partial

11

33.3%

Not used / Rarely

2

6.1%

Remarks
Good
external activities are arranged.
very useful
Used usually
Syllabus related
But not more explanation
Should increase
Partial use
Ppt has been given
Better used.
taking seminar and examples
Examples and graphs are used.
Easy to understand
But explain in Marathi it also
case study she should teach us once again
They take case studies very nicely
But still explanation is bit poor.
Case study return
Take practice of case studies
case lates are solve in bord
Case study not explained properly
Only seminar conducted others activities remained
case study

examples is use effectively but one example is repeatedly to all points and say again to
use other examples in case study..not explain case study in classroom only say that
how to solve this method...not to proper explain in class..
she took various examples and solve all the quires

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)
24.2%

39.4%
27.3%

Greater

9

27.3%

More than average

13

39.4%

Average

8

24.2%

Poor

3

9.1%

Remarks
nice
Best
Generally covered
Understand teaching
Give more explanation
Should be more clear in teaching
Average
Doubts lil bit cleared9
Clearing the doubt every students.
clear all doubts
Can understand.
Good
Good
Yes
Problem with understanding topic. No much explanation. Explanation as written in the
book .

Nice doubts clearly
Some points are not clear
more exeptation
Can't understand anything
IT no practical examples are explained. No clear veiw of the situation . only theory
related understanding that too not clear due to language problem... Mams gramatical
mistakes in English.
No. we can't understand
not good
yes student understanding this subject and his clearing doubts in class.
i like computers and all thats why i understand all what she teaches

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)
27.3%
15.2%

57.6%

Full

19

57.6%

Partial

9

27.3%

Below Expectations

5

15.2%

Remarks
Good
notes are given.
Not given
Notes
Important questions not given
Outer points giving
Partial
All notes are available
Below expectations
give all important notes

Notes are been provided.
She provide all notes
no notes
Nicely
Question bank not given. Lectures can be more interesting if more easy examples are
taken .
All notes are given
Important questions are not given
que bank
Not satisfied
no imp question
to teach case study how to solving they in class all part mention it.
she gives notes regularly during lectures

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
Seminar is arranged.. i am also participated.
good
Done
Completed
Assignment & seminar also
Assignment
Always participated
Problem in case study solving
Not done
Good
good and clear doubts
Assignment are much more.
Yes she takes
wrote big big assinments
Good
Please let us know what u exactly want us to write. Everything cannot be covered in one
assignment. We had to rewrite it multiple times .
Nice
Completed
no comment

Asks us to write one assignment 10times
Good.
not objection in assignments.but assignments much more querry find them.
she took all the seminar and assignment in proper manner

6. Motivation by the staff

33.3%
18.2%

48.5%

Remarks
Better
nice
good
No
Motivated
Should increase
Medium not so better
Motive is good
High
always motivate students
Never get motivated.
Please use marathi also
Good
Motivate us
No comments.
Motivate students
She doesn't motivate & doesn't demotivate
its ok
She neither motivates nor motivates
Dosent knw to motivate.
no

High

16

48.5%

Medium

11

33.3%

Low

6

18.2%

to use case study and situational based case problems in class clear them
staff motivates in proper manner

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
Explain in marathi
All is well so no suggestions.
give the complete notes
Give support mens explanation
Clear teaching with examples
Not uderstood everything, only points are given
Need to complete portion fast
Support the students.
take revision and test
Clear teaching and slow teaching.
Use marathi also
Please use Marathi also in diagramic explainations
no suggestions
Please add online sites which have notes so that max time you can explain us in detail
and notes we can reffer from the books and reference online sites.
Teach properly
case study solve the bord
Not understand the subject
Ma'am change the style of teaching
No comments.
You need improvement in teaching style
solving case study given solvution
same only case study solving & situational process them how to solve teaching them.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Anil Patil (Business
Communication - Unit 1 & 2)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

15.2%

84.8%

100% Completed

28

84.8%

75%

5

15.2%

50%

0

0%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Good.
Best
syllabus is completed.
very good
Completed
Nicely done
Good
All has been covered
completed all syllabus
Done
yes everything is completed
Yes
Covered extra from syllabus.
Covered syllabus very good
Completed syllabus
no comment
Perfect
Excellent.
some points are still remain
good
no doubt to covering the syllabus
teaches well friendly with students

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

15.2%

84.8%

Effective / Usually

28

84.8%

Partial

5

15.2%

Not used / Rarely

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Keep it on
usually.
very good
Used for some topics
Use of examples Excellent
Half use of ppt, diagrams
Ppt has been provided
Used very nice.
take all activities ,gd,seminar and examples
Whatever may be the situation always use an example.
Easy to understand the concept
gd seminars are taken n it also motivated me n made me confident
Nicely
Excellent.
All very good
all are cleare
As much needed
Happy.
get gd is good

because some extraordinary cases to teaching in class & also use the ppt to teaching in
class
sir has taken gd and seminar but im not sure about case studies because my attendece
was not up to the mark

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

15.2%

81.8%

Greater

27

81.8%

More than average

5

15.2%

Average

1

3%

Poor

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Excellent
nice teaching method.
good
Cleared whenever raised
Clearance effective
Always clearing
Uderstood almost all topics
All doubts are cleared
Understanding the every points.
clear all doubts
Can't understand anything.
He clarify the doubt in better way
never insult students if its not completed
Every time they help us for clearing our doubts
Always entertaining and friendly environment so maximum understanding.

Clear doubts are very good
Keep it up
no doubth
U teach in other way
Helpful.
no he was complted
all of student any questions to solving his quarry.
he clears each and every doubt in proper manner

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

18.2%

75.8%

Full

25

75.8%

Partial

6

18.2%

Below Expectations

2

6.1%

Remarks
Good
notes are given ..
good
Some points are given
Notes
Gave
Full - motivation
Noted not provided
Good
give all notes online
Notes are not been provided .
Yes he provide all notes

Satisfied
notes are given
Yes
Best ever experience of online study. Excellent idea of making everything online.
Notes are given
Notes given
no comment
You have completely fulfilled the expectations
Always there for students.
yes
because some important points to give us.....
he didint gives notes but givs ppt and and always active on social networking fro help

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
Seminar is arranged...i am also participated.
good
Still Remaining
Completed
Seminar excellent
Seminar
Participated
Seminar Good experiance
Still remaining
Nice
take seminar and clear doubts
Unexpected activities are been carried out.
Yes they do
as said i dont like writing assignment
Yes
Nice
Completed Assignment & seminar
all grate taaching
Given more than needed
Happy all done.
get more chaces on gd or other activity

no difficulty.
yes assignments and seminar are taken twice in a week

6. Motivation by the staff

84.8%

Remarks
Always motivating.
Best
nice
very nice
Nice Motivated to students
Motivated
Keep it on
High motivation
Motiveness is too good
Medium
always motivated students
Unwanted things.
He motivate to increase confidence
Always motivator try to built confidence
give more motivational direction
Motivate every time
Motivate all students
Inspiring
yes
Ur scolding and personal advice motivates us
also high
because no motivation this staff...
he motivates lot and every lecture he is energetic

High

28

84.8%

Medium

3

9.1%

Low

2

6.1%

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
all is well no suggestions
No
Good motivator
Seeing fault
Extra activities taken - helpful for improvement
More notes should be provided
take some gd and seminars
Unwanted activities are carried out.
No suggestions
no suggestion
Already best.
Keep it up motivation
give more gd
Plz remain the same
Best .
no
to use extra ordinary games to stage daring games..to arrange some cultural games to
participate all of us because students perform in stage & trying to his fear is loss.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Prof. Dr. Biraj Kholkumbe (Business
Communication - Unit 3 & 4)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

48.5%

36.4%

100% Completed

12

36.4%

75%

16

48.5%

50%

4

12.1%

25% or lesser

1

3%

Remarks
Good
syllabus is completed.
good
1 unit is remaining
Nicely
Half complete
Portion has been divided
No complete
some points remaining
Not good.
Cover syllabus
Understanding
teaches out of syllaybus
Yes
Some points not clear.
Not clear
70% only completed
exllent
Sir plz teach in 2016z batch
Good.
because not to complete syllabus 100%.
full of experienced and teaches well

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

15.2%

54.5%

30.3%

Effective / Usually

18

54.5%

Partial

5

15.2%

Not used / Rarely

10

30.3%

Remarks
Good
Better
hepful
good
Not used
Excellent example uses
Rarely
Examples have beeb provided
No used
take examples but not take seminar
Unwanted examples.
Increase stage dearing
not taken any
Nicely
Excellent.
Not clear
He is no use diagrams
no comment
As much needed
Practical aproach .
effective use
because more examples to use in classroom,related to day to day life.
he takes lot of assignments and class work

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

30.3%
24.2%

Greater

15

45.5%

More than average

8

24.2%

Average

10

30.3%

Poor

0

0%

45.5%

Remarks
Good
nice
good
Generally cleared
Understand subject
Not clear
More than average
All cleared
Average
some points not clear
Not clear.
i dont understand wgat he teach ,boring leacture
Yes
Practical examples.
Clear doubts
No understanding
good
Can't hear clearly
Good.
very well
study
because student clearing doubts in class.
proper explaintion in both english and marathi

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

18.2%
21.2%

60.6%

Full

20

60.6%

Partial

6

18.2%

Below Expectations

7

21.2%

Remarks
Best
nice
nice
Notes
Good
Not all
Partial
Points have been provided
Full
give all notes
No notes are been provided.
nottes not given
Good
Good.
Not taken notes
Didn't give notes
give imp que
Expected more from u dir
Satisfied
my expectations are fulfilled
no exception
no more expectations of students this staff.
sometimes gives notes

5. Assignments, Seminar

No
Yes they do
Yes
helpful for study..
All done
Given
My story & speech
Assignment
Participated
Not taken
Pending
not give any seminar
nothing taken
yes
Done.
No Assignment/ seminar
no its good
No assignment not given
Done
yes i was complted
no difficulty to assignment
he takes assignments only

6. Motivation by the staff
36.4%

54.5%

Remarks
Good
nice
good

High

18

54.5%

Medium

12

36.4%

Low

3

9.1%

Motivated
Need more
Medium level
Motive like teen age
some time motivate students
Speaks out anything.
Yes
examples are given but cant hear
Motivate us
Always guidng.
Low motivate
Inspiring
motiveted
U don't motivate n u don't demotivate
Excellent.
Yes. he motivate us.
yes sir is done
no motivate this staff
motivation level is so high

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
No comments.
All is well no suggestions
take GD and seminar
Give more time to us
More clear voice and concepts
Not uderstood & portion not covered
More notes should be provided
take seminar and GD
Not clear and no teaching of syllabus.
No suggestions
in short dont teach anything
no
Use PPT/ digram and teach properly
no comment

Not take to extra coriculum activity
Plz teach us according to our generation
he also excellent knowlage get more lecture & shre kowlages to student
to organise more events to participating all students.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Dr. Jyoti Joshi (Organizational
Behaviour)
1. Coverage of Syllabus

18.2%

78.8%

100% Completed

26

78.8%

75%

6

18.2%

50%

1

3%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Excellent
All syllabus is completed.
very good
Completed
Perfectly done
Very nice teaching
Good teacher
All have been completed
complete all points

Good.
Yes
good
Yes they cover syllabus in time
Done.
Complete syllabus
Covered syllabus
good teaching
Teaches nicely
Covered.
yes
no daught
she teaches well only mam to use projector during every lecture

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

24.2%

75.8%

Effective / Usually

25

75.8%

Partial

8

24.2%

Not used / Rarely

0

0%

Remarks
Good
usually
very useful
PPTs used
PPT & Examples
Give all
Keep it on

Effective use of ppt
Ppt is provided
Effective used
uesful examples
Always.
Easy to understand
ex given properly
Yes
Case study still not clear.
Case study repeated
Nice
gd are more time
Lectures are bit boring.
everything is in ppt
yes
not to do teach a case study properly in class.only complition in syllabus.
takes various case study and seminar also after the topic is over

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)
21.2%

69.7%

Greater

23

69.7%

More than average

7

21.2%

Average

2

6.1%

Poor

1

3%

Remarks
Best
nice teaching method.
nice

Cleared whenever asked
Nicely done
Good understanding
Understanding
Uderstood almost all
Good Communication to complete the syllabus
Greater
clear all doubts
Always problem is been solved.
She clarify the all doubts
Good
doubts are cleared
Very good
Good.
Clearing doubts good
Teach slowly
yes
Ma'am feels sleepy in ur lec
Satisfied .
sometimes we can't understand point
more exceptable on case study
no daughts.
she clears each and every doubts

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

87.9%

Full

29

87.9%

Partial

3

9.1%

Below Expectations

1

3%

Remarks
Nice
Excellent
question bank is given.
good
Notes
Give all part
Question bank
Ques bank is given
Good
give all notes
Notes are given.
She provide all notes
yes notes are provided
Yes
Excellent.
All important notes are given
imp que
Done.
case study
because to teaching in case study.
gives important points and notes also

5. Assignments, Seminar
Yes
Happy.
Seminar is arranged.
good
Finished
Completed
Assignment participated
Assignment seminar
Participated
Only assignments are taken
All have been completed

Only assignment
take assignment which is useful to understand syllabus
Participatedo.
Yes they do
yes given in proper way
They take seminar very nicely
Nice
Completed assignment
all good
Given more than needed
all complted
no daughts.
she took weekly seminar and gd

6. Motivation by the staff

18.2%

78.8%

Remarks
Good
e.
good
Nicely Motivated
Motivated mam
Should increase
Better
Motivation is too good because she teaches itself motivation
High
always motivated students
Should increase motivation.
She motivate to increase stage daring

High

26

78.8%

Medium

6

18.2%

Low

1

3%

Good
examples are given
Always they motivate us
Full .
Motivate students
She always motivated
aal students are motiveted
No
High.
to working in syllabus related case laws
motivates in proper manner

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
all is well so no suggestions.
no
No any suggestions very good mam
Very few times insulting
Not suggestion
More notes should be provided
take seminar
Should a bit slow.
No suggestions
teaching must be slow
No comments.
Teach slowly
all is good no comment
Teching style was vey bored
Plz change the fashion of ur teaching
Take practical excersise more.
if possible make speed slow
ask question to student
only one suggestion is to work case laws
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by
day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Feedback of Asst. Prof. Mrs. A. P. Patil (Legal
Framework of Business)
1. Coverage of Syllabus
50%

47.1%

100% Completed

16

47.1%

75%

17

50%

50%

1

2.9%

25% or lesser

0

0%

Remarks
Good
Good
Yes our syllabus will be complited before examination
syllabus is completed.
good
Some topics need revision
Perfectly done
Not well
Not completed
some points are remaining
Medium.
Cover the syllabus
didnt understand few parts
Yes
Good.
Covered syllabus
good

Ma'am teaches nicely
Done .
yes also complted
not to say this syllabus how much completed, i am to confuse how much syllabus is
completed.
least experience but always ready to solve quires

2. Use of examples, case studies, graphs, diagrams, syllabus related activities
like seminar, GD, PPT, etc.

20.6%

23.5%

55.9%

Effective / Usually

19

55.9%

Partial

7

20.6%

Not used / Rarely

8

23.5%

Remarks
Not used
Excellent
Yes I get benefit of that holl activities
usually
nice
Not ysed
Use of examples Excellent for case study
Not understanding
Keep it on
Activities should be taken in class room
Only case study used
take case study and clear doubts
Keep it on.
Understandable

Good
case studies are not explained properly
Yes
No clear examples.
Not used PPT
take seminar
As much needed
Happy. With examples.
no need of graphs or diagrams
case sudy
not to work properly.in case laws only to say that..not to syllabus related activities.
she didnt take any gd and all but taken lot of case studys

3. Understanding of the subject by student, clearing doubts (syllabus related)

20.6%
41.2%

35.3%

Greater

12

35.3%

More than average

14

41.2%

Average

7

20.6%

Poor

1

2.9%

Remarks
Nicely
Clearing doubts
Better
Yes my douts are clear now
nice teaching method
good
Cleared
Not give time

Always ready
More than average
Teaches lot in marathi
Average
some points are not clear
Can't understand anything.
More explanation about the concept
Good
yes sometimes
Not explained all the topics.
no students are clearing doubts
Can understand clearly
Satisfied.
very well
only focus on some student
because mam is only for ask selected students not to other whole class..this students
getting this to say as next topic...
im not present during lectures thats why i have lot of doubts

4. Expectations of students fulfilled by the staff: (Notes of important points,
notes of important questions, question bank, etc)

23.5%

70.6%

Full

24

70.6%

Partial

8

23.5%

Below Expectations

2

5.9%

Remarks
Good
Yes they give us some important questions as soon as possible

notes are given.
good
Notes
Case study &notes not given
Need more
Only important points given
Imp has been given
Full
give important points notes
Notes are provided but should be increased.
Yes they provide all notes
Good..they provide notes
notes are given
Yes
Notes are provided.
Important question taken
Not given important questions
que bank
Completely fullfills
Happy.
we are satisfied
abotut case study
very poor ratio of this subject.
she gives notes and important questions

5. Assignments, Seminar
All completed
Participated
Yes
Yes because every thing is new for us
assignments are given.
good
Assignment participated
Assignment
Only assignment
Assignment only

not take seminar
Participatedo.
Yes they do
Yes they take
no seminar but assignmet is done
Assignment taken in classroom
All done.
Not taken
Not taken seminar
not good
As much needed
Normal.
no seminnar
no daught
she took various assignments not sure about seminar because i was not present during
lecture

6. Motivation by the staff

55.9%

38.2%

Remarks
Good
Inspiring
They motivat all of us every time
nice.
good
Nicely Motivated to students
Not motivated
Need more
Medium

High

13

38.2%

Medium

19

55.9%

Low

2

5.9%

Less motive
Medium
some time motivate
No motivation activities are been done.
nothing to be motivated
Nice
Often aggressive.
no motiveted
Motivates us
No comments.
more accetable
to work properly as a teaching.
she motivates well

7. Suggestions for improvement (general)
No
No suggestions
take seminar
All is well so no suggestions.
Give more explanation &more understanding examples
Not give proper examples explanation or questions
Very much partiality
90%attendance, not covered all topics
Need to teach in english
Always shouting without any issues.
Cover the syllabus
she should teach slowly because law is tough subject
No comments.
tell the students properly
Ma'am reduce ur make up
Bit anger control.
teach all unit not says to read
to teach whole class not to teach only selected students,because in class all of
students present them..and teaching material to available them or collection them in
before entering classroom not to find in coming class..only to spend time.
all teachers are intellectual and my suggestions is only that the world is changing day by

day and they also come with new and innovative ideas.

Number of daily responses
30.0
22.5
15.0
7.5
0.0

